COMPOUND X: BACKGROUND AND DIRECTIONS FOR USE

COMPOUND X – a black salve made of various herbs in an alloy of zinc chloride – is a folk remedy which has been used to cure people and animals of external and internal cancers, tumors, and a wide range of viral infections.

Because COMPOUND X is a folk remedy, and not a pharmaceutical preparation endorsed by the medical profession, no guarantees or claims can be made about the effects or results from using COMPOUND X. It must be understood that whoever uses the black salve must decide to do so based on their own judgment and accept full responsibility for any effects.

COMPOUND X AS PART OF A NATURAL HEALING PROCESS

Because COMPOUND X can be called a folk remedy and is used by people at home or on the farm under their own responsibility, it can be helpful to review some background assumptions about its use.

Folk remedies are used as part of an informal body of healing knowledge in what can be called “natural medicine.” Natural medicine’s folk remedies have developed over generations of people experimenting with substances from nature and observing their effects. The natural medicine approach does not have the scientific rigor or the primary focus on the body which is favored by the conventional medical model. Natural medicine could benefit from much more scientific study of its claims, but until now funding has usually gone towards the approaches favored by the AMA.

Natural medicine wisdom, whether having arisen from native American cultures or people living simply on homesteads, shares some common assumptions about the healing process. If you find these are helpful to you, fine. If they don’t make sense to you, that’s fine too. Healing does not happen in a set way for all people.

Before offering specific instructions, here are some assumptions common in many natural medicine healing traditions:

1. Illness does not simply “happen” to a person or animal. People do not automatically get sick because they were exposed to microbes or external factors. Illness begins in our thoughts, feelings and attitudes and then shows up in the body.

2. A natural medicine approach to healing oneself is most suited for people who want to take responsibility for how they became out of balance and for how they will get well. Taking responsibility does not mean judging or condemning oneself. It means resolving to face, own and erase the causes of sickness.
3. People are more than our bodies, and animals too.

4. When the body is stressed over a period of time by our attitudes and actions, the body loses its “ease” and becomes “dis-eased.”

5. Our actions, how we treat ourselves and others, come from our attitudes and thoughts. These are the source of what occurs in the physical body.

6. We know about some of our attitudes. Others we developed so early or have held so long, that we’ve “forgotten” that we gradually have let those attitudes automatically run our lives. Many people with cancer, for example, have discovered inner attitudes of long-held guilt, or living for others. Some have discovered that releasing these attitudes and the habits that come from these attitudes played a large part in their healing themselves and staying well.

7. Another assumption: When healing occurs, regardless of whose help we received or what medicines we took, it is actually we who heal ourselves as part of our spiritual maturing process. When we understand that dis-ease is information telling us that something we’ve been thinking, feeling and doing isn’t working to make us well and happy, we have a choice: To deny this or to face what we’ve created, own the wisdom we’ve gained from the pain we’ve caused ourselves, and then release the details to the no longer existing past. As this occurs within us, our body releases past disease and becomes vital in the present.

8. Many attitudes cause many different diseases, and no “rule” applies to everyone. You may be interested in reading the book Real Your Body, by Louise Hay, to stimulate your process of taking stock of how your attitudes have produced specific ailments. Or perhaps you’d like to read Love, Medicine and Miracles by Bernie Segal, M.D. No book is suggested as having a totally applicable truth for your situation, but rather to serve as a provoker of your inner research.

These assumptions above are not the way people tend to think in our society. As you may know more common are the assumptions that, people are victims to circumstances outside of ourselves and that in physical illness we must look outside of ourselves for rescue by experts. Then after the inconvenience of being ill, we can hurry back to the way things were.

The natural medicine view of healing is not offered here as the “right” one in contrast to a more common, but “wrong” attitude about disease. This document is not about right and wrong, but about making conscious choices.
COMPOUND X: WHY HEALTH LOOKS WORSE BEFORE IT IMPROVES

Natural medicine includes practices, depending on what is out of balance, to clean out and nourish the body, as well as the attitudes. Some of these practices may include allowing fevers to burn out disease, fasting and enemas to cleanse toxins from the body and nourishing the body on organically grown foods, and re-creating a way of life in tune with nature.

Using **COMPOUND X**, with or without the above practices, will often create a healing crisis in the body, especially if a person has been living the somewhat unhealthy lifestyle of a “normal” American. A healing crisis is the body’s dramatic reaction to our allowing it to spew out poisons it has been storing as tumors or other disease. That dramatic reaction can look like health is getting worse, such as boils on the skin, foul breath, sweat, urine and feces, and fevers all before the body rebounds into greater more solid health.

For many it is helpful to read and to have the support of a natural medicine practitioner or someone who understands the healing crisis and how to work with it rather than against it.

Folk remedies like **COMPOUND X** have not yet been methodically tested for curing human diseases and documented. **Consequently, each person needs to discover if COMPOUND X is appropriate for them, what size of dose works best, and how often to use it, even though suggestions are made in this document.**

From the experience of hundreds of people using **COMPOUND X**, some general guidelines may be given. These are most useful if you pay attention to the effect on your body and soul, and gently adjust and adapt the guidelines until you heal yourself. This is true of any preparation used in a natural medicine approach.

These are a few of the most essential assumptions you will find in a natural medicine approach to healing the body. You can see that they boil down to re-establishing balance in the inner being and body. It means change towards increased care, love and respect for the life within one’s own self.

**HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

In 1890, physicians diagnosed Tom McCrorey as having incurable, cancerous tumors on his neck. They refused to operate, not wanting to risk his jugular vein. Tom said he paid attention to a repeated dream that came to him about how to make a medicine to cure himself. He obtained the elements and herbs for the medicine from some gypsies
traveling through Texas at the time, mixed up a black salve and applied it to his tumors. In less than a month, Tom was healed and went to live another 70 years, over his lifetime, he was a preacher, rancher, doctor, farmer, and sheriff under Judge Parker, living with a strength that became legendary. Tom kept the formula for the black salve to himself, except for sharing it with an old friend. After Tom's long life, his son Howard, and grandson Mickey sought out the old friend, who taught them to make the salve.

Howard McCrorey, attempting to make the black salve available to everyone, started a company in the 60’s. The company had some test done on COMPOUND X in the early 70’s at the University of Colorado, to discover more about it. The Veterinarian College at Fort Collins tested COMPOUND X on all viruses known at the time. They discovered that with one application, sarcoids on horses (similar to skin cancer) had an 80% cure. With two applications, they achieved 100% cure.

For many years, COMPOUND X had been used to cure cancer eye in cows, save herds of calves from early viral diseases, treat sarcoids on horses, and to treat abnormal tissue growths in all kinds of pets.

For years by word of mouth, ranchers, homesteaders and folks of the rodeo circuits, used it on external cancers, tumors and growths on themselves. Some successfully treated gangrene and even leprosy, in situation far from towns and doctors.

Tom’s son, Howard McCrorey, was the first to use COMPOUND X internally. He had been diagnosed as having stomach cancer in the 1960’s. After he checked himself in the hospital for surgery, the night before, he took the first dose of COMPOUND X in a capsule without telling his doctors. The next morning they postponed his surgery, because he was running a fever, which continued for several days. On the 5th day, Howard said he passed a large quantity of black, vile smelling feces – apparently the growth itself. When the doctors took x-rays, they discovered that the cancerous growth was gone. Howard went on to live another 25 years, without recurring stomach cancer. He later used COMPOUND X to cure himself of bone cancer in the 80’s.

During his life, Howard provided COMPOUND X to thousands of people who had heard of it word of mouth. He accepted donations from those who could afford it, to cover the cost of the ingredients and his time in preparing and shipping the black salve. In his seventies, Howard got caught in a blizzard and died of pneumonia. Several close relatives carried on his work with COMPOUND X.

DIRECTIONS AND WHAT TO EXPECT AS COMPOUND X GOES TO WORK
**COMPOUND X IS NOT A GENTLE HEALER.** In many reported cases, it is a relentless substance which hunts down and penetrates all abnormal tissue. Pain, swelling and sometimes fever is associated during its use. Animals seem to mind it less than people. In almost all reported cases, **COMPOUND X** completely eliminates abnormal tissue and stimulates regrowth of either healthy tissue or scar tissue. More than half the people who have used **COMPOUND X** have reported that they ended with a moderate or heavy scar when they used it, externally on their skin. If scarring cannot be tolerated on the face or elsewhere, consider this.

Following are recommendations based on what the majority of users have found so far to be effective. These recommendations describe the absolute MINIMUM doses that people have found to be effectible. It cannot be stressed enough, that **COMPOUND X** is very potent. Do not assume that if a little works, more will be better. **USE THE SMALLEST DOESES POSSIBLE, and increase only if it truly seems necessary to you. Otherwise you will engender far more pain than necessary, and extend the healing period much longer than necessary.**

**TREATING EXTERNAL GROWTHS**

This is how people have used **COMPOUND X** on external growths:

1. A beneficial option, discovered in the last 10 years: Begin drinking a catalyst water, such as lifeline, or Kangen Living Water, several days ahead of applying **COMPOUND X** to greatly increase the oxygen in the body, build red corpuscles and to equip the cells with greatly increased ability to throw off poisons and to assimilate nutrients. This is not essential but makes a difference in healing the area and freeing up more energy.

2. Clean the area of abnormal growth well and cover the visible surface of the mole or cancer with a thin layer of **COMPOUND X**. Just enough to make the area black from the salve. Cover with a clean bandage for 24 hours. If severe pain develops only leave the salve on for 8 hours. Then wash the black salve off of the skin and apply plain Vaseline and cover with another bandage.

3. About 24 hours later, wash the area and apply another layer of **COMPOUND X** to the growth and cover the area with a clean bandage for another 24 hours or only 8 hours in cases of sever pain. The growth may become more painful or just itchy, as the body begins to eject its dying tissue. Often a swelling will occur in which the growth will become twice or more its normal size, and the area around the growth may swell. The growth may lighten in color after the first day, and may then re-darken slightly, or even become “dead white.”
4. After this second application, wash off the black slave and cover the area well with Vaseline and another clean bandage. Usually after this second application, the growth itself is dead. More than two applications do not seem to be necessary for external growths. More applications cause increased pain and longer healing time.

5. Now the body goes into its healing crisis. There may or may not be a low or medium fever, and the area around the growth will swell, be painful and tender, and sometimes some pus may form and around the growth as the body pushes the growth out.

6. You may shower or wash the area every day. It is essential to keep it covered with new daily applications of Vaseline and clean bandages. Keeping Vaseline over the healing zone seems essential based on experience.

In about 10 days, for most people the body completely pushes out the dead growth and the fever disappears. (Fever is not common when removing external growths, but is possible.) Resist the temptation to pick at the dead tissue or to try to hasten its separation. Let the body do it. Otherwise the growth may grow back in the same spot, as some impatient people have discovered.

The former growth tends to completely “fall out” at about the 10 day mark, leaving a hole or cavity that may temporarily be deep into the muscle. Remarkably you may see into the muscle, but there is no bleeding.

For the second 10 days, or as long as it takes, the body will fill in the “hole” with either healthy tissue or scar tissue, depending on a person’s individual body chemistry and health.

❖ During this second 10 days, wash the area well each day, and re-apply Vaseline and a clean bandage. Tenderness may be present as long as 6 months after in the area, even though for most people, by the 20 day mark, the space is completely re-grown with non-cancerous tissue or non-mole tissue.

Especially during this first month, it is wise to assist the body’s healing process with other means you choose. Ideally this includes drinking a catalyst-altered water which normalizes cells. These waters assist cells to expel toxins and more efficiently take in nutrients throughout the body. Digestion is greatly improved, as well as elimination.

A full complement of vitamins and supplements such as SOD is often a useful way to nourish your recovery, as well as enough rest, reduce stress, shifting attitudes towards self care and eating wholesome, non-refined organic foods.
The body will heal such more rapidly, if you refrain from alcohol and caffeine, because these destroy B vitamins and wear out the immune system.

Many people have reported that even though large masses of tissue fell out – even to the point of revealing the muscle structure below and occasionally bare bone – that bleeding did not occur and that the body completely filled in the area where the growth had been, with either live tissue or scar tissue. Be not dismayed during this stage of a “hole” in your body. Keeping the area clean, and sealed with clean Vaseline every day, is essential during the ejection phase and the re-growth period.

Refuse to indulge in self-doubt, in guilt, or in feeling like a victim – even victim to your festering mole or dying cancerous growth. We live in a society which calls these feelings normal – “oh, you poor thing!” – through them we cripple ourselves and do not become greater than what we are programmed to be.

Rather, considering fanning in yourself the ferocious, private feeling of YES to the life-force, to preservation and to becoming greater than who you were yesterday. This triggers the body’s release of hormones and enzymes that literally instruct the body to become whole and stay well.

**COMPOUND X AS A DRAWING SALVE**

The black salve has been used to draw out all kinds of foreign material from the body. Pieces of glass, wood slivers and shrapnel, not otherwise removable by tweezers. A reported example of the drawing property of COMPOUND X: a person injured his elbow and for years every time he bumped it a big sac of fluid would form and stay for a few weeks and gradually go back to normal. He put COMPOUND X on the effected area and after the scab fell off a small hard object that was assumed to be a bone chip was found. In the six years since the, the elbow never again developed the egg-sized sac of fluid when bumped.

**TREATING INTERNAL CANCERS OR ABNORMAL GROWTHS**

People diagnosed by medical doctors as having incurable cancer, who summoned up unbudgeable will to live, made some changes in their lives and have used COMPOUND X, have completely cured themselves. However, know that in some cases COMPOUND X seems to make no difference. This has especially been true when the person is bitterly convinced it is no use, that their case is too different, or they hold themselves locked into a destructive lifestyle. Also COMPOUND X has not been helpful with the kind of breast cancer associated with severe hormone imbalance in one reported case.
The medical approach is certainly successful in some people’s lives. **However, if you are in the process of using chemotherapy, DO NOT USE COMPOUND X.** The chemical action that occurs within **COMPOUND X** when its various herbs are combined, could clash with the substances in chemotherapy. **COMPOUND X** is an alternative tool for healing, whether or not the medical approach has been used before. Too much is unknown to use both approaches together.

Since the 1960’s people have heard of **COMPOUND X** word of mouth, after having become extremely advanced in cancer or other viral diseases. Often they are in such great pain, for so long a time, they are tempted to give up, just for the release – and yet the ones who decide to use **COMPOUND X** have a stubborn resolve underneath the pain, to live. They refuse to give their power to a medical diagnosis that says they must die and they are resolute to find a way forward into a healed body. They find X and with a courageous spirit that insists on healing, take it to do its relentless work.

To treat internal cancers, abnormal growths, or viral related diseases, it is important to support oneself at all levels. This can begin with long, private contemplation of one’s life. Some people find it helpful to take stock of their lives by talking things out with a trustworthy friend or individual, who understands that each of us can do anything – anything – and that miraculous change is the result of a mind and a felling that will accept nothing less.

It is also important to nourish the body with wholesome food, grown without pesticides, so that the body is freed up to expel the cancer. Drinking 3 to 4 glasses a day of a catalyst-altered water, such as Kangen Living Waters, or Lifeline, greatly increases the already remarkable potency of **COMPOUND X**, and speeds recovery. It is also wise to take a potent B-Complex and Mineral vitamin supplement, each day, and S.O.D. which stops free-radical activity in the body associated with aggravating cancer.

**INFORMATION TO CONSIDER WHEN MAKING YOUR DECISION TO TREAT INTERNAL CANCER OR VIRAL DISEASE**

A Great deal of systematic research is needed on the particular, most effective uses for **COMPOUND X**. What is known and reported here is the result of informal trial and error on the part of many non-professional folks intent on healing themselves or their animals. What follows has been gleaned from letters and interviews with users over 30 years, which means it is based on experience but is by no means complete or all-wise!

Internal cancers of all known body zones have dissolved under the onslaught of **COMPOUND X**. **COMPOUND X** hunts down and kills abnormal tissue wherever it is.
Following are known examples:

Colon cancer has been healed with not only the internal dosing described below, but also using enemas of one quart water, to which was added 1 full “dried pea” volume of COMPOUND X. Uterine cancer has been assisted by use of 1 full “dried pea” volume of COMPOUND X in 1 quart of warm water as a douche.

Sensitive areas like brain cancer should be monitored by a trained person able to give assistance if needed. In the case of brain cancer some people have had relief from pain, since a tumor treated by X may swell, by having a qualified surgeon drill a small hole in the skull to let fluid out.

Women have used COMPOUND X on breast cancer with complete elimination of the cancer and healing of the breast zone. (In one know case of breast cancer resulting from a severe hormone imbalance, it was not effective.) When the growth is on the surface of the breast, applying the salve externally on the cancer as well as taking it internally, seems to be the most effective approach. In a few cases Women have reported that not only did they heal the breast cancer, but that previously removed breast tissue re-grew much of its original tissue.

A few determined individuals have healed themselves of AIDS, including a father and an infant who was born with it. These have taken COMPOUND X at all times with the catalyst-altered water, Lifeline.

A few people have cured emphysema in their lungs.

Used as a very small addition to toothpaste on a toothbrush, COMPOUND X has cleaned out abscessed teeth, and cured gum diseases such as periodontal disease. It is not recommended to use X instead of consulting a dentist, of course. Used once or twice a week, when brushing, COMPOUND X quells plaque on the teeth. However, DO NOT use it if you have open sores in the mouth or cysts on the tongue unless you are prepared to live through considerable pain and swelling.

At the first slight sensation of a sore throat, COMPOUND X may be mixed, 1 dried pea-size to 8 oz of water and gargled for rapid relief. Many use it if they suspect they are about to get a viral infection of the lungs, nose or throat.

**SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS FOR INTERNAL HEALING**

Just as with external cancers, internal healing occurs in people who focus their will to heal themselves, take stock of their lives and make the changes that will bring
them harmony. This may result in moving to a more natural and peaceful setting, with clean water, clean air, away from the pollution of a city.

Take **COMPOUND X** in this minimum dose and frequency:

For the first 20 days, use a non-metal utensil to lift out enough black slave to make a ball HALF the size of a dried pea. Make sure you know how big a dried pea is, even if you need to get one! Take this very small dose, the size of HALF A DRIED PEA in volume, and stir it into a small amount of water.

Swallow this brownish liquid, including the herbal fibers you will notice in the glass, AFTER YOU HAVE EATEN A MEAL. Some people prefer to pack the half-a-pea dose into a gelatin capsule, and swallow it after the meal. (The black slave will “melt” the gelatin capsule fairly soon; it does NOT help to make several up ahead of time.)

For 20 days, take this dose each morning after breakfast, and each evening after dinner. This means take **COMPOUND X** for 20 days, twice a day, always on a full stomach.

**COMPOUND X** is somewhat acidic having a pH like vinegar. It is best to use wood or plastic utensils when handling **COMPOUND X**. The acidity on an empty stomach is almost guaranteed to cause sever nausea and a stomach ache. Only take your dose after eating to avoid discomfort.

What can you expect during this first 20 days?

Lymphonomas, such as appear on the neck or arm, may change from the texture of a hard lump, to rather soft, pliable, even squishy. During the first 20 days, you may continuously run a low fever, Sweat, urine and feces may take on offensive odor and be darker than usual. At the 20 day mark, it is wise to have a competent physician take a biopsy, or test your cancer or abnormal growth for malignancy. For many, but not all people, the test reveals that the cancerous tissue is dead but present.

Depending on how open-minded the physician is, you may or may not state that you have been taking **COMPOUND X**. Remember, folk remedies are generally not tolerated by the medical profession.

After the first 20 days, during which **COMPOUND X** has built a great deal of zinc into your system, it is prudent to take a complete 5 day break from the black slave. During these 5 days, you may wish to double your doses of vitamins and minerals. While **COMPOUND X** has been relentlessly killing abnormal tissue in the body, or killing viruses, it has also been saturating the
body with zinc. This may imbalance absorption of the other minerals and vitamins. That is why increasing your supplements during this 5 day break is important. Not perhaps the optimum solution, but the best that is at presently known.

After the 5 day break, if you decide that the viral illness or cancer is cured, you may cease taking **COMPOUND X**.

If you think the illness or abnormal growth may still be somewhat present, you may take **COMPOUND X** for a second 20 day period, twice a day, morning and night after meals, just as described above.

Using your own knowingness, kinesiology and / or medical diagnosis, after the second 20 days, you may decide you are well and cease taking **COMPOUND X** altogether.

If you find you are not well, ask yourself why. **COMPOUND X** may not be appropriate for you. Many people have cured themselves with it. Be loving enough to yourself not to judge or doubt yourself if you have not. If you are not well after 2 periods of 20 days each, you may need to find another way/other attitudes/greater will through which to heal yourself. Continue to call forth your will to live, your joy in the precious gift of life, and draw to yourself the alternatives through which you will heal yourself, in spirit and in body.

**Once you are well, take stock.** What have you changed about yourself and what new wisdom is yours? Does there seem to be yet more you wish to change, to live yfor life rather than for death? What more will support you to be happy and well?

Know that you are loved if by nothing else than by the divine life force of God. Love yourself that your own overflowing well-being may be an expression of that life and a blessing to us all.

**TREATING PLANT DISEASE**

According to the Washington State University, Cooperative Extension Master Gardener Program, there is no known cure for virus-based diseases on plant material. However, **COMPOUND X** has had a modest history to date, in healing plants affected by viral disease.

In South America, in the 70’s coffee plantation owners heard about **COMPOUND X**, obtained it from Howard McCrorey and treated any acres of coffee trees, saving their plantation from a viral disease. The specifics of this incident have been lost.
and it is mentioned here only to suggest that this is an area for further experimentation.

In Washington State, people have mixed 1 full “Pea” of **COMPounder X** in a mixture of water and the soil activator and foliar feed, call MAC-T-VATOR, and cured tomatoes of curly top virus.

Correct dose and application information and the best ways to get **COMPounder X** into the sap stream of different trees and plants is not yet known.

**A FINAL WORD**

No claims can be legally made about **COMPounder X**. This instructional document has been prepared as a narration of what users have reported to be the most effective way to use **COMPounder X**, a folk remedy, and what some have reported as results. It is not intended as a report of scientific studies, and it is not offered as endorsed by the AMA or the FDA. It is intended to be an honest report of what is known for those who are interested.
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